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Touch the Brightest Star
By Christie Matheson

HarperCollins Publishers Inc, United States, 2017. Board book. Condition: New. Christie Matheson
(illustrator). Language: English . Brand New Book. This interactive bedtime story proves nighttime
isn t scary at all. The gentle journey from sunset to sunrise shows even the youngest children the
magic of the nighttime sky-and lets them make magic happen! A companion to the popular and
acclaimed Tap the Magic Tree. This board book edition is the perfect size for little hands. What
happens while you re sleeping? With lush, beautiful watercolors and cut-paper collage, Christie
Matheson reveals the magic of the nighttime sky, using the same kinds of toddler-perfect interactive
elements as her acclaimed Tap the Magic Tree. Wave good-bye to the sun, gently press the firefly,
make a wish on a star, rub the owls on their heads, and . . . shhhh. No two readings of this book will
be the same. That along with the gentle, soothing rhythm, makes Touch the Brightest Star a
bedtime winner-no matter how many times you and your child read it. This exploration of the world
at night should be inviting to even the very youngest children, who will also enjoy its imaginationfueled and child-powered interactivity. -The Horn...
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Reviews
A really awesome pdf with lucid and perfect information. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge I am just e ortlessly could get a satisfaction of reading a
composed book.
-- Cla udine Jer de
Complete information for ebook fans. It is actually full of knowledge and wisdom I am pleased to inform you that this is basically the very best pdf we have
read through inside my very own daily life and can be he very best ebook for ever.
-- Gideon Mor issette
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